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ACCESSORIES

REBEL 500

From one Rebel to another?
Since 2013, The Bike Shed London is a motorcycle exhibition like no other celebrating 

the creative culture around the custom bike scene. It is there that Keita Mikura, the 

Rebel’s Project Leader, was inspired to create a new kind of machine for young riders, 

leaving free space for further customization.

In 2017, the Rebel concept became reality and reached another level, thanks to the 

vision and the craftsmanship of 2 Brits: Dan Gold, a tattoo artist and Russ Brown, a 

custom bike builder.
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ACCESSORIES PACKS

SPECIAL EDITION  
BROWN PACK* TRAVEL PACK COMFORT PACKSPECIAL EDITION PACK*

08HME-K87-SPECIAL 08HME-MLH-SPEBR 08HME-K87-TRAV 08HME-MLH-COM

Headlight Cowl • •

Front Fork Boots • •

Front Fork Covers • •

Tank Pad Centre • •

Side Tank Pads • •

Custom Rider Seat (Black) •

Custom Rider Seat (Brown) •

Passenger Seat Brown •

Right Saddle Bag & Support •

Left Saddle Bag & Support •

Rear Carrier •

Passenger Backrest •

Meter Visor •

12V Socket •

Adjustable Brake Lever •

*Only applicable to the standard version of the Rebel 500.

PRICES €405.00    €365.00 €488.00    €439.00 €521.00    €443.00 €1.000.00    €850.00 

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano
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PASSENGER SEAT BROWN
08R71-K87-J80ZA

Add a passenger seat, in buffalo brown *YRA04L*, 
and it will boost the wild design of the Rebel. This 
passenger seat matches perfectly with the custom 
rider seat brown.

FRONT FORK BOOTS SET 08F70-K87-A31

The fork boots have been tested to protect the tubes 
against scratches and to ease smooth fork motion. 
Mounted with the fork covers (sold separately), they 
accentuate the 500 Rebel's unique attitude.

FRONT FORK COVERS SET 08F71-K87-A31

The matt black coating of these front fork covers 
accentuates the Rebel’s tough image.

CUSTOM RIDER SEAT
08R76-K87-A30ZA 

08R76-K87-A30ZB

The custom rider seat boosts the wild design of the 
500 Rebel. Its slim-shaped cushion provides a 60 
mm+ thickness without impairing the rider comfort.
Available in 2 colours:

• Black *NH1L* 08R76-K87-A30ZA
• Buffalo Brown *YRA04L* 08R76-K87-A30ZB

TANK PADS
08P70-K87-A30 / 08P71-K87-A30

These rubber-made pads are exclusively designed to fit the tank shape and to protect it from scratches.  
The diamond-cut pattern of the surfaces matches the design of the custom rider seat sold separately.
• Centre pad (08P70-K87-A30)
• Side pads (08P71-K87-A30)

HEADLIGHT COWL
08R70-K87-A30

This black headlight cowl boosts the tough stance 
of the Rebel and protects against the wind while rid-
ing. Non-compatible with the Meter Visor.

DESIGN & PROTECTION

€186.00   €167.00 

€58.00 

€36.00 

€59.00 

€102.00   €92.00 
€81.00 

€27.00 €45.00 

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano



LEFT OR RIGHT SADDLE BAG WITH SUPPORT
08ESY-K87-BAGS 

08ESY-K87-BAGL

Made of a sturdy and lite weight ballistic nylon, these saddle bags add an extra layer 
of Rebel attitude to your bike. They can be attached/detached in one-touch thanks 
to their three-point adapter included. Equipped with a waterproof inner bag and easy to 
carry, these practical saddle bags are a must-have for everyday use. 

• Left side / 14 Litres capacity (08ESY-K87-BAGL) 
• Right side / 10 Litres capacity (08ESY-K87-BAGS)

12V SOCKET
08U70-K2Y-A00

The 12V socket can be neatly mounted beside the 
meter and thanks to its rubber cap, no unwanted 
objects can enter inside. 

ADJUSTABLE BRAKE LEVER
08U70-K87-A30

By selecting 1 of the 5 pre-set positions, this black 
aluminium brake lever is adjustable to the rider's 
preference.

REAR CARRIER
08L70-K87-J80

Robust and light, this rear career suits the vehicle body and will not impair the pas-
senger comfort. It is compatible with the backrest sold separately.

COMFORT

METER VISOR
08R74-K87-A30

The meter visor improves the ride comfort by pro-
tecting the rider from adverse weather conditions 
and deflecting travelling air around the shoulders.
Not compatible with the headlight cowl.

LUGGAGE

€420.00   €378.00 €43.00 €30.00 

€229.00   €206.00 
€240.00   €216.00 

€326.00   €293.00 

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano
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PILLION BACKREST
08R73-K87-A30

Thanks to its double-density cushion, the backrest 
improves the comfort of the passenger.
To be mounted only when the rear carrier is already 
installed (sold separately).

THROW-OVER SADDLE BAGS
08ESY-MLH-SB

Make your Rebel 500 a Classic Custom with this 
pair of saddle bags made of synthetic leather. They 
are also practical thanks to their storage capacity 
of 16 Litres each. Saddlebag support kit included.

SOLO CARRIER
08L70-K2Y-C00

Simple carrier for solo riding which draws soft arch 
geometry along with rear fender. Replaces the pas-
senger seat.

€641.00   €545.00 €184.00  €166.00 €134.00   €121.00 

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano

dolores.kosec
Prečrtano



Honda Motor Europe sources 
paper responsibly from 
manufacturers within the EU.

Please don’t bin me.
Pass me on to a 
fr iend or recycle me.

The specific details of this brochure do not apply to any particular product supplied or offered for sale. Manufacturers reserve the right to 
vary specifications, including colours, with or without notice at such times in such manner as deemed appropriate. Major as well as minor 
changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. Consult your 
Dealer for details regarding the specifications of any featured product. This publication shall not constitute – under any circumstances 
whatsoever – an offer by the Company to any individual. All sales are made by the Distributor or Dealer subject to and with the benefit 
of the standard Conditions of Sale and Warranty provided by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained upon request. 
While efforts are made to ensure specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of distribution 
and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the provision of a particular 
feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specific details with the supplying Dealer, especially if a selection is dependent upon 
one of the features advertised. Please contact your local dealer for information and specifications. Please note that the fuel consumption 
figures provided are results obtained by Honda under standardised testing conditions prescribed by WMTC. Tests are conducted on a 
rolling road using a standard version of the vehicle with only one rider and no additional optional equipment. Actual fuel consumption 
may vary depending on how you ride, how you maintain your vehicle, weather, road conditions, tyre pressure, installation of accessories, 
cargo, rider and passenger weight, and other factors. You accept that if you do go ahead and make a purchase or enter into any kind of 
transaction, whether for payment or not, you did so entirely in reliance on your own skill  and judgement and not on that of anyone else.

RIDE WITH STYLE Read the owner’s manual thoroughly. Get to know your machine and its capabilities. Concentration assists anticipation. 
Observe other road users’ movements. Brake in plenty of time. Always wear a helmet and quality kit, ride fit and NEVER after drinking 
alcohol. Good roadcraft and courtesy identify the skilled and stylish rider. Honda endorse the law that all helmet visors must comply with 

BS 4110. Visors that transmit less than 50% of visible light cannot legally be used on the road.

Honda Motor Europe – Motorcycles 
Cain Road, Bracknell, Berkshire, RG12 1HL England

insert local URL here

CUSTOMIZED PARTS. Please read carefully before purchase of Customized Parts. Customized Parts are to be differentiated from Honda 
Genuine parts. The manufacturer and distributor of each Customized Part guarantees and warrants the function, performance, and quality 
on their individual terms. Therefore Honda will  not take any responsibility in case of any malfunctions to the vehicle due to attachment 
or usage of Customized Parts. If the Customized Parts causes any defects to the vehicle itself, it is not possible to receive warranty or 
service for the vehicle. The attachment of Customized Parts must be done in compliance with the laws and regulations. Customized Parts 
must be correctly attached and used upon confirming the safety of the vehicle, under the responsibility of the vehicle owner/user. When 
attaching the Customized Parts, please read carefully the Instruction Manual etc. and attach correctly, and when riding the vehicle please 
make sure to conduct inspection beforehand, as well as regular maintenance checks. Customized Parts should be attached correctly only 
to specified vehicles and specified parts on the vehicle. By attaching the Customized Parts, engine characteristics or drivability could be 

affected significantly. If any abnormalities during the ride, please stop immediately and conduct inspection at a dealership.
Prices are Suggested Retail Price for reference only. Actual sales price are defined at each dealership. The specifications, price etc. of 
Customized Parts are liable to change without advance notice. Also, it may require time for delivery, or could be discontinued without 

advance notice.
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